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Quadratic boolean equations with a unique solution are characterized. A linear-time algorithm 
is proposed to recognize them. 
1. Introduction 
Let X={x l ,x  2 . . . . .  xn} denote a set of n = IX] boolean variables and X= 
{xl, -~2, ..., xn} the set of their complements. Let further x"  with c~ ~ {0, 1 } equal x 
if a = 1 and ~ if a = 0. A quadratic boolean equation has the form: 
TxVT2V. . .VTm=O (1) 
where each term Tj can be written x~ k or x~kx~ ', i.e. is a single literal or a conjunc- 
tion of two literals, and V denotes the boolean sum. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that all terms are conjunctions of two literals as otherwise the corres- 
ponding terms may be replaced by X~kX~ k. AS: 
x kxT, = o v x?, = l <- xF' ** xT' <- 
¢* xff ~ + xff' <- 1 ¢* xffk + xff' _> 1, (2) 
the equation (1) is equivalent to a product of disjunctions or to a system of inequali- 
ties. Such systems arise in many contexts such as logic (see e.g. Rudeanu [19]), 
artificial intelligence (see e.g. Haralick and Elliot [13]), linear and quadratic 0-1 
programming (see e.g. Balas and Jeroslow [2], Hammer and Nguyen [10], Guignard 
and Spielberg [8], Hammer and Hansen [9]). 
General boolean equations (i.e. equations of the form (1) with up to n literals in 
each Tj) with unique solution have long been studied (see Whitehead [23], 
L6wenheim [15], Bernstein [14], Parker and Bernstein [17], Blass and Gurevich [4], 
Rudeanu [19,20], Melter and Rudeanu [16]). Whether unique solvability (or satis- 
fiability) of such equations is NP-complete is still an open problem (see Blass and 
Gurevich [4]). 
In this paper, we are interested in quadratic boolean equations which have a uni- 
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que solution. To study them we use the concepts of implication graph, introduced 
by Aspvall, Plass and Tarjan [1] and of its reduced graph. Definitions and some 
properties are recalled in the next section, where a useful property concerning 
ranking of the vertices of the reduced graph is also presented. A characterization 
of uniquely solvable quadratic boolean equations in terms of the implication graph 
is given in Section 3. In Section 4 an algorithm requiring O(m) operations in worst 
case is proposed, to detect if a quadratic boolean equation has a unique solution 
and to find it. An example is given in the last section. 
Some related questions have been studied in the literature: Aspvall, Plass and 
Tarjan [1], Petreschi and Simeone [18, 21], building upon results of Even, Ita~ and 
Shamir [6] and of Gavril [7] respectively, have given algorithms with an O(m) worst- 
case complexity to detect if a quadratic boolean equation is consistent, i.e. has at 
least one solution. Their methods do not allow to show that this solution is unique 
when this is the case. Hansen [11] and Johnson and Padberg [14] have proposed 
O(n 3) worst-case algorithms to check consistency and to detect all variables which 
take only the value 1 (or only the value 0), i.e. which are f ixed, and all pairs of vari- 
ables which take only identical values (or only complementary values) i.e. which can 
be identified in all solutions of a quadratic boolean equation. This includes as a par- 
ticular case the algorithmic side of the problem studied here. Finally, assuming all 
possible terms Tj in (1) to be equally probable, an algorithm, with an O(n) 
expected-time complexity, to detect consistency and all fixations and identifications 
of variables in (1) has been recently developped by Hansen, Jaumard and Minoux 
[121. 
2. The implication graph and its reduced graph 
We use the graph-theoretic erminology of Berge [3] to which the reader may refer 
for definitions not repeated here. 
The implication graph G = (XU)(,  U) associated with (1) is defined as follows [1]: 
the set of vertices XUX is associated with the set of literals (and noted with the 
same symbols); the set of arcs U contains 2 arcs for each term Tj =x#kxff ' oriented 
from x# ~ to xFI and from xff I to xff ~. If the literal associated with the initial vertex 
of an arc is equal to 1, the literal associated with its terminal vertex must be equal 
to 1 also; hence the name implication graph. 
From transitivity, we have: 
Proposition 2.1. Let x# k ~ XU X. I f  there exists a path f rom x# k to x# k in G, then 
x#k = O. 
Also, by symmetry: 
Proposition 2.2. I f  all literals are complemented and the orientation o f  all arcs is 
reversed in G, the same graph is obtained. 
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Moreover,  Aspvall, Plass and Tar jan [1] have proved: 
Proposit ion 2.3. Equation (1)/s cons&tent i f  and only i f  there exists no x k E XU 
such that G contains both a path f rom xk to 2k and a path f rom Xk to Xk. 
Assume the condition in Proposit ion 2.3 holds. Then the reduced graph 
GR = (XR L))(R, UR) of G = (XL),~, U) is obtained by associating a pair of  vertices 
O~k Ok XRk and XRk to each pair of  strongly connected components of  G corresponding to 
sets of literals with the same indices in XU ) (  (and all strongly connected compo-  
~ ~' (with nents of G can be matched in that way); U R contains an arc f rom XRk to XRt 
possibly l =k  and a l= Ok) if and only if one arc at least joins a vertex of the 
strongly connected component  associated with XRk to a vertex of the strongly con- 
< nected component  associated with XRZ. 
Clearly GR is circuit-free. Let t~R= (X R U XR, UR) denote its transitive closure, 
~k ~ (with possibly 1 = k and az = Ok) in i.e. there is an arc f rom vertex XR to vertex XRI 
a~ a, in G R- O R if and only if there is a path f rom XRk tO XRt
ak A topological ordering of the vertices XRk of G R is an assignment of a positive 
integer " a~ l(XRk) to each of them such that the integer assigned to the initial vertex of 
any arc is strictly smaller than the integer assigned to its terminal vertex. We then 
have: 
Proposit ion 2.4. A topological ordering can be defined on the vertices of  G R such 
that: 
(i) For all k, XRk and XRk receive symmetrical indices, i.e. there exists an 
ak ~ {0, 1} such that 
• ~l k • . Ol k 
l (XRk) ~- l -- l (XRk) (3) 
where i is a constant satisfying i<  IXR [..J XRI -{- 1 = 2n R + 1 and where n R = IXR[. 
ft  k (ii) There exists an integer i' with 1 <<_ i' <_ nR + 1 such that there is a path f rom XRk 
C~k to XRk in GR i f  and only i f  l" (XRk)c~k ( l". 
Proof .  Consider the following algorithm: 
(a) For each a* X R U "J(R let - a, XRke d (XRk) denote its in-degree (or number of prede- 
cessors) in G R. 
Set t = 1, S = XR U -'~R and 
~k ~k ~k ~k [~k C~k S' = {XRk I XRk e S, (XRk, XRk) e OR or (XRk, XRk) e OR}. 
I f  S '=  0 then go to (d). 
Olk S t Olk __ (b) Let St denote the set of vertices Xak of with d (Xak)--0 
(bl)  For all x~ such that both x~, and x~: belong to S t take one of them 
out of  St. Set 
= '~ ~ St}. 
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(b2) For all XRk4k e S t set: 
" 4k  " (Xk l(XRk ) = t, I(XRk ) = 2n R --  t+  1 
c¢ I4, such that (x~,  XR/)e UR set and for all XR/
- 4, d (XR/)--I .  d (XR/)~ - 4, 
(C) Set S<--S\(S, USt), S"---S'\(S, USt), t~t+l .  
(d) If  S'=0 and S:~O then set: S '~S;  i"--t; return to (b). 
I f  S':~0 then return to (b) 
else set i=2t -1 ;  
for all x~ such that i ( x~)~n R+1 set: 
• 4 k • 4 k 
I (XRk)  +-  l (XRk)  - -  2n R + i + 1 ; 
end if. 
(e) End. 
The algorithm recursively suppresses from S vertices x~ with in-degree qual to 
ak which by Proposition 2.2, have out- 0, as well as the corresponding vertices XRk, 
• 4 k degree equal to 0. Vernces XRk, which are the origin of an arc of OR to x~ are pro- 
cessed first. This is compatible with the obtainment of a topological ordering as any 
vertex XR~ which is a predecessor f  such a vertex would by transitivity also be the 
Oi 
origin of an arc of O R to XRt. As the graph is circuit-free the algorithm converges 
and provides a topological ordering satisfying (3). 
Assuming (~R to be known, the algorithm's complexity is O(mR) where mR = 
IUR] (using a stack to store the indices of the vertices of S'). 
3. A characterization of uniquely solvable quadratic boolean equations 
Considering again the implication graph G we now prove: 
Theorem 3.1. A quadratic boolean equation (1) has a unique solution if and only 
if for every pair of vertices x k, 2k ~ X, X there exists in G a path from Xk to 2k but 
not both. 
Proof .  Necessity. I f  for some k, G contains both a path from x k to 2 k and a path 
from £'k to Xk, (1) is not consistent by Proposition 2.3. Assume this is not so and 
further that for some k, x k and 2k are not joined by a path; construct G R. Note 
that to any path from x~ to x~ in G R corresponds one or several paths from each 
-k 
4, in the strongly connected component associated with XRk to each xff '~ in the Xu 
strongly connected component associated with x~. Rank the vertices of G R accor -  
• 4 k 4k with l(XRk ) be- ding to Proposition 2.4. Let Z and Z'  denote the sets of vertices XR  
longing to the sets of integers {i', i '+ 1 .. . . .  ( i -  1)/2} and {(i+ 1)/2, (i+ 3)/2 .. . . .  i -  i'} 
respectively. 
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O' k • C( k - a k _ Setting XRk=0 for all vertices with l(XRk)<--(I--1)/2 and XRk-- 1 for all vertices 
with ' ,k t(XRk)>_(i--1)/2 defines a first feasible solution due to the topological 
ak of Z and set the corresponding veriable(s) at 1 ordering. Choose now a vertex XR  
ok in G R . Let D and A denote the sets of descendants of x~ and of ancestors of XR  
¢~/ CQ 
From Proposition 2.1 one must have XRt = 1 for all vertices of D and XRt = 0 for all 
vertices of A for consistency. Now D f)A = 0 as otherwise there would be a path 
ak a~ and hence a from XR  to one of its descendants which is also an ancestor of XRk
Cfk ~k path from XRk to XRk, contradicting Proposition 2.4(ii). Setting all remaining 
variables with " at • t(XR/)<(l 1)/2 equal to 0 and with ' < - t (xRt)>( i -  1)/2 equal to 1 
yields a second feasible solution, contradicting unicity. 
Sufficiency. Ranking vertices according to Proposition 2.4 one has i '= (i+ 1)/2 
• a~ i' ~ 1 for all others yields ak =0 for all variables with t(XRk)< and XRk = and setting XR  
the unique solution. 
4. Algorithm 
Another result is needed for the algorithm: 
Proposition 4.1. I f  the quadratic boolean equation has a unique solution there is 
for every k = 1, 2 . . . . .  nR an index 1 (with possibly l = k) and a k, a I ~ {0, 1} such that 
ak  Ok  6tl GR contains a path from XRk to XRk to which belongs the arc (x~, XR/). 
ak ak Assume the ver- Proof. From Theorem 3.1, GR contains a path from XR  to XR . 
tices of 'G R are ranked following Proposition 2.4. Then the length of any such path 
• Ok  • ~k  is bounded by t(XRk)--I(XRk). If this value or the path's length is equal to 1 the 
result follows. Otherwise let x~} denote the follower of x~ on that path. There 
must exist a path from x[} to x~}, which is a subpath of some path from x~: to x~ 
• 01 • 6: k • ct k the length of which is bounded by l(XRz)- i(x~))<-- t (XRk) -- t (XRk) -- 2. By recursion 
the result follows. 
The previous result yields the following algorithm. 
(a) Strongly connected components. Determine the strongly connected compo- 
nents of G, using Tarjan's [22] depth-first search algorithm. 
(b) In feasibility. Check if for some k, x k and )?k belong to the same strongly con- 
nected component. If so stop, the quadratic boolean equation having no solution. 
(c) Reduced graph. Construct he reduced graph GR of G. 
~k 
(d) Unicity of  the solution. Assume all variables XRk are unlabelled. For each 
k = 1, 2 ..... n R check if (XRk, X'Rk) (respectively (XRk, XRk)) belongs to UR- If so, label 
XRK, XRk as well as all unlabelled descendants of 2Rk (resp. XRk) and unlabelled 
ancestors of XRk (resp. XRk). 
If all vertices are labelled, the solution of the quadratic boolean equation is 
unique and otherwise not. 
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The algorithm's validity follows from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.1. 
Proposition 4.2. The above algorithm has a worst-case complexity of O(m). 
Proof.  Tarjan's algorithm requires O(m) operations. Checking the strong compo- 
nents to which xk and 2k belong for all k takes O(n) time. The construction of GR 
is in O(m) time. Checking for unicity implies looking for all (XRk, XRk) or (2Rk, Xak) 
in O(n) time and then considering each arc of GR once; this can be done using 
depth-first search to label the descendants or ancestors of a labelled vertex -~ak or 
Xnk and backtracking ea~zh time a labelled vertex is found. Thus O(mR)--O(m) 
time is required, as for the entire algorithm. 
5. Example 
Let us consider the quadratic boolean equation 
XlX2VXIX2V.~2.~3VX2X4VX2.~4VX2X4 = 0. (4) 
The corresponding implication graph is represented on Fig. 1. 
Using Tarjan's algorithm one finds three strong components with vertices sets 
XRI = {23}, XR2 = {Xl}, XR3 = {X2, X4} and their mirror images. There is no contradic- 
tion implied by (4). 
The reduced implication graph is pictured on Fig. 2. 
The arc (XR3, 2R3) belongs to GR. So XR3,-~R3 are labelled as well as the descen- 
dants 2R~ and 2R2 of 2R3 and the ancestors XR1 and x~2 of XR3- All vertices being 
labelled, (4) has a unique solution corresponding to XR3 =XRI =XRZ=0, i.e. x1 =0, 
X2=0 , X3= 1, x4=0. 
If the term XzX4 is omitted from (4), thus giving an equation (4'), the arcs (x4, 22) 
and (x2, 24) disappear from G as well as the arc (XR3, 92R3) from GR. Then there is 
no arc (XRk, 2Rk ) or (2Rk, XRk) in G R, so (4') has more than one solution. 
To find out which variables are fixed one may use Proposition 2.4 after con- 
structing the transitive closure of GR. The latter is represented on Fig. 3. 
Xl ~ X 2  X2 ~ .~ ~ Xl 
Fig. 1. Implication graph G of equation (4). 
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Fig. 3. Transitive closure of G R for equation (4'). 
Using the algorithm in the proof of Proposition 2.4, one obtains i(XR2)= 1, 
i(XR2 ) = 6, i(XRI ) : 2, i () fR1)= 5, i(XR3 ) : 3, i()2R3 ) : 4, i ' :  2, i :  7. The  var iab les  cor-  
respond ing  to vertices xR1 and xR3, i.e. x3 and x2, x4 respectively may take both the 
values 0 and 1 in solutions of (4'). Indeed, xl =0, x2=0, x3= 1, x4=0 and x I =0, 
x 2 = 1, x3 = 0, x4 = 1 are both solutions of that equation. 
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